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MICROFIBRE GENERAL PURPOSE & LAUNDRY CLEANER

Cleaning is dirt simple: just get rid of the dirt. The trouble is, that’s not always how people clean. We use
cloths and mops to pick up the dirt, and in the process, those cloths and mops also get dirty. If we re-use
them without cleaning them properly, we just push the dirt around again. So people started focusing on
cleaning the cloths and mops better, but that just started to get more and more complicated.
Until now.
Ecogent Microfibre is also dirt simple: it gets rid of the dirt on surfaces, and in cloths and mops. Ecogent
completes the circle. Start with a clean micofibre cloth or mop, plus Ecogent, and effectively remove dirt
from your building’s surfaces. Then put the dirty cloths and mops in another pail or in a washing machine,
along with Ecogent. Ecogent Microfibre removes the soil from the cloths and mops, and keeps it from going
back on them when you squeeze them out.
Then you start cleaning again, but with clean cloths and mops. It’s dirt simple. Sustainable cleaning. Except
the dirt leaves the picture, so you can’t just push it around again. Makes sense. And Ecogent Microfibre
works so well it can handle all your laundry as well as all your surfaces.
Use ECOgent to replace cleaning with disinfecting detergents. Antimicrobial stewardship programs support
the restricted use of antimicrobials.
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MICROFIBRE GENERAL PURPOSE & LAUNDRY CLEANER
ECOgent Micr
re General Purpose and Laundry cleaner with Micro Dispersant technology brings new
science to the art of cleaning. Implementing ECOgent cleaning program provides outstanding surface
cleaning as well as the care and laundering of micr
re cleaning cloths and mops.
Use ECOgent as the laundry detergent to protect your investment in microfibre cloths. Ideally suited for use
with household and small commercial applications.
Directions for use
General Purpose Cleaning
Dilute 8 mls per liter of water. Use t
routine cleaning. No rinsing required.
Launder

s, walls, counters, bathroom

tures and anything that needs

s

Manual cleaning
Rinse cloths or mops with warm water and wring out. Make up fresh solution of ECOgent. Soak cloths
or mops for a few minutes and wring out a few times. Rinse cloths and mops in fresh warm water.
Wring out cloths and mops and allow to air dry. Caution do not leave damp mops and cloths bunched
up or sitting in bucket of solutions for extended periods of time.
Household and small commercial washers
Set washing program for heavy soil loads, with hot water cycles and extra rinse.
Add 120 mls to front loading machines and 240 mls for top loading machines.
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